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Note :- candidate is required to attempt FIVE questions in all
including euestion No. 9 (which is compulsory) and attempt
remaining FOUR questions by selecting ONE question from
each Section.

l.

SECTION_A

tolerance. 
13

Explain in detail modems (modulator-demodulator) in networking.
Describe how modems facilitate the conversion of digitar and
analog signals, and discuss their significance in connecting different
tloes of communication networks.
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SECTION_B

3' Explain the concept of framing in the data link layer. Describevarious framing methods used in data communication and discusstheir advantages and disadvantages. 
I 34' Explain theprinciples ofthe sliding windowprotocol and how itenhances data rink layer efficiency. Discuss the differences betweenStop_and_Wait ARe, Go_back_N ARe urra Selective RepeatARQ' what are the advantages and limitations of eachapproach 2 

13

SECTION{
5' Discuss the principles of routing argorithms in the network rayer.' Exprain the concept ofshortest path routing and its importance in
. 

determiningoptimal routes fordatatransmission. 
136' Describe broadcast and murticast routing argorithms. How do theydiffer from unicast routing and what are the specific use cases fbrthese routing methods ? 

13

SECTION_D

7 Describe the functions and types ofDNS servers. How do DNsservers work together to provide domain name resorution ? Discuss
the responsib'ities ofauthoritative DNs servers and caching DNSresolvers.

l38' Explain the post office protocor (pop) and its rore in emairretrieval. How does pOp work to dor
a server to a rocar crient device , 

*touo email messages from
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COMPULSORYQUESTION !.

9- (a) Explain circuit switching, message switching and packet

switching. 3

(b) How do IEEE standards like 802.3 impact networking ?

2

(c) what are remote login and file transfer protocols used for ?

2

What are the different classes of Ip addresses ? 2

Explainnetworklayeraddressing and its importance . 2

What are MIME and its functions in emails ? 2

(d)

(e)
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(ii) Questions z 9

Bachelor of Computer Applications 5th Semester

(2r23)

DISCRETE MATHEMATICAL STRUCTURE

Paper : BCA-16-502

Time Allowed : Three Hoursl [Maximum Marks : 65

Note :-Attempt FIVE questions in all, including Q. No. 9 in

Section-E, which is compulsory and taking ONE question

h from Sections A-D. Each question carries 13 marks.

SECTION-A

l. (a) What do you mean by composition of functions ?

Let f : fr + n defined as f(x):4x + 3 and

g: n + fr defined as g(x): x/3. Find f o g(x).

(b) Let X : { l, 2, 3\ and R is a relation on X defined as

xRy <+ x + y for all x, y € X. Find the elements of the

relation R and R-r. Also check whether R is transitive ?

6.7
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2. Explain the J

identities , 
,"*. of set theory and prove the following set

(a) A - (B u c) : (A -B) n (A _ c)
(b) te-., el = A=n E. 

6.7

SECTION-B

3. Solve the following recurrence relation :

Fn:3Fn-, + lgF" _z* 7-5n where Fo:4 and F, :3.

4' what are the generating functions for the sequenceswithq:2andq:3k?

SECTION-C
5' Define a graph. prove that the sum of degrees of a, verticesin a graph is twice the number of edges. verifr it through oneexample.

l36. Define a weighted graph. prove
an Eurer path but not an ,,,", #llj ffi::"jffiiff:exactly two vertices of odd degree. 

13

SECTION-D
7' lgorithm ? What is meant hw ri-- ^^___,

? Denne o, @ and ##T,""::T,l"J;nt
l3

l3

{ql
t3
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8. what is a finite state machine (FSM) ? How do Finite Jiate
Machines act as Language Recognizers ? Build a Finite state
Machine to recognize the sequence.l0l,. l3

SECTION-E
(Compulsory euestion)

Define injective and bijective functions with an example.
Suppose a graph has vertices of degre e 0, 2, 2, 3 and
9. How many edges does the graph have ?

What is travelling salesman problem ?

Define automata theory. 3,3,3,4

9. (a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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WEB APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT USING PHP

Paper-BCA-IG504

Time Allowed : Three Hoursl [Maximum Marks : 65

Note :- Attempt FM questions in all by selecting ONE question
from each unit. Entire question number IX is compulsory.

UNIT-I
I. Differentiate the followings :

(a) Client-Side Scripting and Server-Side Scripting

(b) Static and Dynamic Websites

(:) Echo and Print Statements. 5,4,4

il. (a) How many types of loops are supported by PHP ? Explain

their syntax and examples.

(b) Explain the use of File lnclusion statements used in PHP.

7.6

UNIT-II

III. (a) How are user-defined functions created and invoked in

PHP ? Give any suitable example.
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(b) What is a Recursive Function ? Explain
help of examples.

lts use with the

. 7,6IV. (a) Write String Functions for the following in pHp 
:

(a) To check whether a string is empty or not
(b) To create a substring

(c) To search a Substring in a given string.
(b) 

::li:i:r..r,:*1r_10 use of foreach loop in accessing
Arrays elements in pHp. Give examples. 7,6

UNIT_III
v' write a pHp script to accept student-id, student name and student

age from the user through HTML form, store it in a database
Tabre named as 'student'and dispray those records in a Thburarform. 

13u' (a) what is a Data Set ? How is it fetched ? Exprain with the
help of suitable example in pHp.

(b) List and explain use and scope of Super Global variables
in pHp with examples. 

7.6

UNIT_IV
vII' (a) How is a session cookie created, use and deleted in pHp ?Give a suitable example.

(b) What is a Session ? Explain its use in pHp. 
7,6vIII'(a) Explain various file reading and writing functions used inPHP.

(b) Explain the fire permissions alrowed in pHp. How can theybe changed ? 
7.6

t
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(Compulsory Question) 
&
7D(. Write short answers :

O Differentiate between $x: $y and $x :::$y.

(ii) Name and explain the function used to display the type of
a variable.

(iii) Differentiate betweenActual and Formal parameters.

(rg What is the use of header 0 function in PHP ?

(v) How is a page set as a home page in a PHP based site ?

(O How is a file deleted in PHP ?

(vii) What do you understand by term PHP ? 6x2+l
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